Psychogenic movement disorder in human T-lymphotropic virus type 1 associated myelopathy.
Human T-lymphotropic virus type 1 (HTLV-1)-associated myelopathy/tropical spastic paraparesis (HAM/TSP) is a chronic inflammatory disorder of the spinal cord. Acute cases of HAM/TSP and those complicated by movement disorders are rarely reported. Otherwise, psychiatric disturbances are very frequent in infected patients. It can evolve to psychogenic disorders. The case of a 46-year-old woman with acute HAM/TSP complicated by depression and psychogenic movement disorders (chorea of the hands and dystonia-like facial symptoms) is reported. Brain magnetic resonance imaging revealed non-specific small white matter lesions. The involuntary movements arose suddenly and disappeared when the patient was distracted. Two years of psychotherapy and psychiatric follow-up induced complete remission of the symptoms. The association of psychogenic movement disorders and HAM/TSP, increasing the range of neurological manifestations associated with HTLV-1, is related here. Early diagnosis of psychogenic movement disorders is very important to improve the prognosis and treatment of the two conditions, thereby improving the quality of life of HAM/TSP patients and avoiding irreversible sequelae.